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About This Game

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof

is a dynamic VR western shooter that fully immerses players into the ambiance of weird Wild West.

Stepping the tangled storyline, you will encounter many intimidating but comical enemies and fight Big Bosses.

You will have to shoot aptly and a lot using both hands as well as to use various covers and move actively, avoiding bullets of
enemies.

You will visit many beautiful locations and will be able to try a big arsenal of weapons under the rhythm of the western rock
music, jokes, and cynical humor!

Full Immersion

Guns’n’Stories: Bulletproof is a full immersion into the ambiance of rollicking Westerns and shooting like flash from both
hands, with cynical (and sometimes even black) humor.

Vivid Impressions

This is unforgettably vivid cocktail from emotions, in which we’ve added everything to make a player fall out of reality for a
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while to receive exactly these bright and fresh emotions we’ve only experienced when were kids.
The game will not make you bored even for a bit, constantly surprising you with its new story shifts, shootings, and various but

unchangeably hilarious enemies.

Realistic and Dynamic

This is a persistent feeling of realism of what’s around and a possibility to be on Wild West. Though, a little bit Hollywood-style.

The game will generously reward you for a desire to move actively – you can evade bullets, shut them down, and hide behind the
objects while shooting back in your enemies.

Weapons and Environment

You will have an impressive spectrum of weapons (firearms, throwing weapons, and even futuristic arms) that will allow you to
feel as an experienced shooter who is capable of dealing with hordes of attacking enemies alone.

You will visit lots of locations, every single one of which has been thoroughly thought-out and designed.

Comfort

Along with that, the game is maximally comfortable and user-friendly. You will never feel sick or discomfort during the game.

However, you will need a good physical shape to play on the high level of complexity. So, we advise you to start from easy
levels in order to receive more seamless gaming experience and get tired much lesser. There is nothing to be ashamed of!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Delicious captialism. Slightly more realistic and serious than Recettear's brand of capitalism though.

Good for sinking huge amounts of time into, I have found.. Solstice is a solid visual novel that invites the player into the walls of
the beautiful but unforgiving Jewel of the North, a secluded city located in the snowy landscapes of the far north. Moacube, who
are well-known by visual novels fans for their previous work Cinders, managed, in my opinion, to reutilize what made Cinders
great (the characterization of the characters being the strongest point here) but also delved more deeply into storytelling and the
ramifications of choices and consequences. Solstice’s scenario is pretty unpredictable but thoroughly enjoyable, and the
conclusion didn’t disappoint me.

The player plays as two characters, Galen, the humourous doctor who hides more secrets that it seems, and Yani, a young and
ambitious engineer. It is to be noticed that the choices have a considerable influence not only on the outcome of the story, but
also on the personality of the protagonists and their relationships, both between them and with the rest of the characters. The
effort put into the creation of a varied and overall strongly written cast of characters (a dozen) is to be appreciated as well, even
if some could have been used more efficiently.
I feel like the journal entries (Galen and Yani write down important information about the characters and places they meet so
the player doesn't forget it later in the story) deserve a special mention, as it provides us with a well-thought and useful upgrade
from Cinders's time.

What else can be said ? The art is gorgeous (with these little motion-effects that are applied to certain objects in the background
and help to create an entrancing atmosphere), and the soundtrack absolutely amazing.
I would recommend it to anyone who would like to try a visual novel and of course to the fans of the genre. There are also a lots
of achievements and different endings which give good replay value.

The only criticism I could give to Solstice concerns one of the two romance paths (Yani’s one), which seemed really dull and
forced to me. I took absolutely no pleasure playing it, and it is surprising considering that the other one was well-done and quite
emotional. It shouldn’t prevent anyone from trying out the game, though !. As many have already pointed out, this game is too
buggy to recommend as it is. It starts off reasonably OK but gets worse and worse as you progress. At first you can ignore the
occasional glitch but it gets quite irritating in later chapters.

I can only hope the developer gets to work on some patches to solve this as it spoils an otherwise entertaining game.

So to recap. Don't buy it now, but do check again now and then to see if it has been fixed, as I would certainly recommend it if
they get the quality up to that of Episode 1.. Good Game
Contains NepNep
Would Play Again So I Can Nep More!. The Philia after Story DLC is amazing.
I could not have ask for more, it is on point, you did amazing work here.. it's a shame you are selling this wonderfull work for
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almost nothing.
Would love to buy you all a coffee.

I wished for an after story in my review of the main game and here it is.. thank you guys.. This is basically Holoball, Holopoint
and Racket NX in one, with some differences.

The archery game (Bowshot) is a good workout and it got me exhausted pretty quickly even though I thought I was doing okay
with 30\/40 minutes workouts in Box VR. The game makes you shoot your arrows, dodge and squat. One good thing it has over
Holopoint is the fact that it won't make you quickly spin around 360 degrees, thus getting yourself entangled with the Vive
cable.

Fracture (the one similar to Holoball\/Racket NX) is good fun, although I find it is very difficult to aim the ball where you want
it to go. The first boss had me completely beat. Although I prefer the looks of Racket NX, the problem with that game is the
amount of turning I need to do. If my headset were wireless I would have no issues with that and I wouldn't even bother playing
Fracture, but since I am constrained by a cable, I might wind up playing Fracture more.

Smash is sort of a "3D airhockey" where you use both hands equally and it is actually my favourite of the 3.

I am going to list the 3 games in order of preference:

1. Smash
2. Bowshot
3. Fracture

As I mentioned before, the game doesn't make you spin around but still manages to keep you moving (especially if you play
Bowshot).

My biggest beef is that the game doesn't seem to respect your boundaries for Fracture and Smash. Fracture spawns your ball at
the beginning of each match right outside of your play area. I suppose you can use your left controller to pull it towards you, but
you shouldn't need to. Luckily, while I have no feet space where the ball spawns (my sofa starts there) there is space above it for
my hands to move freely. Other than that I haven't found it problematic, but that is again probably due to the fact that there is a
sofa in front of me (outside my play area) and not a straight wall.

Smash on the other hand, while it is my favourite from a gameplay point of view, has had me hit my bookshelf\/printer two or
three times. That is frustrating, especially since I like that game more than the other two, and since it is using the wider side of
my play area.

My play area is 2.5 x 1.6 m which is a bit bigger than the minimum recommended, although it isn't huge.

Mainly due to the way it treats your space, I give this game a 7\/10. If it handled it better it would be higher. While for some it
might get repetitive, I have found very few VR games with full hand controller support that are more than a one trick pony.
Arcade Saga throws in 3 games into one, which basically means you are paying them \u00a35 each. I view VR as a workout
outlet with the added fun of gaming, and this game serves this purpose well.
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I've been using Rpg Maker since the late 90's early 2000's, and I've always dreamed on having a full 3D, easy to use rpg making
engine, and I'm having a blast!. Every now and then a game comes out that's basically perfect. One that's got limited and tight
mechanics and just devotes everything it's got to making those few things as fun as possible. Ape Out is one of those games.
What you see is what you get. And what you get is damn awesome. Stylish, simple, and fun.. Pre customised not at all like the
titles says! rip off. Really good but you may have to run through the tutorial first.. It turns Maverick into a Chef 10\/10. As most
ppl already said this is a mobile game not a PC game. I would buy it for my phone clicker game with 3 abilities sounds good
enough lovely arts but PC game for 10+ Euros its no good at all, maybe if they get it on sale for 3-5 euros it could be somewhat
ok. After hour of playing I can literally close my eyes and get trough whole lvl thats exactly how easy and repetative this game
is! I really hope that game devs will make a decent slasher with arts like these and they will get much better result and reviews!.
Space Giraffe by Jeff Minter is a game where the player controls Elfie - the first giraffe to ever be sent into space. The game
begins by quickly going through the two decade’s worth of intensive education which Elfie must first undergo before he can
become the first space giraffe. Completing many assignments and even making a few friends along the way. At the end of the
first level, Elfie is awarded a space giraffe diploma, and there is a beautiful shot where the player can see Elfie’s parents in the
audience at the ceremony. Since the game is made with the same graphics engine that powered Sony’s Afrika on the Playstation
3, the level of emotion that Elfie’s parents are able to display was quite impressive at the time. Elfie finally boards a rocket in
level 2 and is shot into the vast vacuum of space, wherein for the first time in his life, Elfie comes to the realization that he will
have to spend the rest of his life alone. Over the course of a year, the player gets to witness Elfie’s descent into madness, and as
he loses his mind, the universe around him starts to change in colour.

The rest of the game just rips off the end of 2001: A Space Odyssey, but instead of a space baby, we get to see the ghost of J.
Allard.. BIOS: BIOS is a faced paced racing-shooter which you will have countless hours into this game and still have fun! yes
the main menu music gets a bit annoying after awhile but hey its an early access game and yes you will think u seen the same lvl
think again it will change on harder diffuculties :D and there will be more guns, customization and stuff in the future but for
now its a great game i got a friend of mine of a stream 2 check it out and he is having a ton of fun playin it.. also this game gets
constant fluent updates and this game is very well optimized its funny how most games arent optimized but sum early access
games are lol goodbye goodluck and all in all just have fun! :D Public Inception Signing Off.
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